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L Introductionl)

The structural character oE present crisis, which, according to many

ecunomists, started about 197~ and will prevatl at least until 199r1,

explains the increasíny, interest in middLe and long term movements of

economic growth. Several authors of diEferent positions have trieci to

interprete the prolonged depression in the framework of long phases

which have marked the capitalistic development ín the last two centu-

ries.

Recent debates on long waves and stages theories have posed some ques-

tíons about the cause and the nature of the middle term movements which

can be summarized as follows:

a) Are the phases to be seen as sinusoidal supra-cyclical oscillations,

i.e. as long waves with a regular periodicity of 45-6() years, as, for

instance, Kondratieff, Marchetti and Piatier suggest? Or is it a mat-

ter of long swing dynamics without any symmetrical periodicity or

predictability for the future upswing, as Mandel, Gordon and Altvater

argue?

b) If any symmetrical periodicity is reEused, is it helpful to definc.

Inng w:rves as oxpressínns of st:rl;e, epoch, phase or period of capita-

listic- development (Mandc~l, Cordon, Aitvater)? (lr, on tht' contrary,

would it be more appropriate to abandon the long wave concept in

favor of the stage concept, as it is suggested by Kleínknech 1979,

Maddison, Baran and Sweezy, Aglietta and De Vroey?

1) I wish to thank .liirg Glombowskí for Iris help to find a clearer formu-
lation of some theoretical questions.
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c) LJh:c[ is the drtvtng force which explains the passage from each ]ang
wave (turning point) or each phase to the next: endogenous2) factors
(Kondra[ieff, Gordon 1978) or exogenous elements (Raran and Sweezy,
Maddison, Kleinknecht 1979) or rather a dynamic system of transforma-
tion and discontinuity in the framework of a]ong term tendency (Man-
del) or of a specific institutional structure (Gordon, Edwards,
Reich; Aglietta, T)e Vroey; Altvater 1983)?

d) If purely economic factors (Kondratteff) are not suffictent to ex-
plain the transformattons, can we speak in terms oE external factors
whích interrupt the continuity of a long term tendency (Mandel, Raran
and Sweezy)? Or is such an interactton be[ween external and internal
elements a too simple way of conceiving economic change, which must
rather be understood as the result of a deep rupture in institutional
conditions (Gordon, Edwards, Reich; Aglietta, De Vroey; Altvater
1983)?

e) What is the role of statistical evidence in the long wave explana-
tton?3)

i wíll discusti [hese questions hy descrihing and commc~ntinl; on snmo fnr-
mulations of the long wave and~or .~;tages theory. The choice of the re-

2) About this point a methodological debate has risen hetween different
authors which seems to me at times not really justified. It is often
misleading to attack a theory without investigating the conceptual mea-
nings of its formulations. In fact the word "endogenous" assumes, within
different theories, very different implications: it can mean "capi[al
inherent" (Mandel) or designate various factors which are no[ immedia-
tely capitalistic but cannot be analyzed separately from the capitalis-
[ic mode of production (Cordon, Edwards, Reich, p. 25).

3) Also about this point there are differc~nt opinions ín Marxist [hecr
ries. Whereas Mandel argues that a theory of lony, waves whtch cannot be
confírmed empirically is "an unfounded working hypothesis and ultimately
a mystifica[ion" (Mandel 1980, p. 140), other authors deny the very im-
portance of statistical evidence. According to them quantttative indica-
tors do not "prove" the existence of long swings, [hey simply illustrate
a working hypothesis provtding support for the long swtng theory. With-
out heing conclusive at all, they suggest its plausihility (Gordon, F.d-
wards, Reich, p. 41 f.).
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viewed authors, which are a11 Marxists,4) is due to my interest - which

of course cannot be exhausted in the very limited space of this wurk -

to define how relevant the long swing perspective can be for Marxist

economic research.

4) I am aware oE the broad spectrum oE positions this term implies. As a
criterium I regard as 'Marxist' those economis[s who assert themselves
tu base their reflections on Marxian analysis, no ma[ter how far they go
in revising some analytical tools and conclusiuns. According to this
criterium Mandel, Baran and Sweezy, Altvater, Kleinknecht, Gordon, F.d-
wards and Reich, Aglietta and De Vroey are Marxists, whereas Mensch and
Maddison are not.
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II. The theory of Mandel

With his two major contributions to the long wave theory (Piandel 1972
and 1980) Ernest Mandel has stimulated the revival of an interesting
discussion in more recent debates.

It would take me too far afield to review the details and all aspects of
his theory. I aim at briefly summarízing Mandel's chief assumptions
about causes and development of long fluctuations as weli as his defi-
nttion oE 'historical periods' of faster and slower accumulatton. Criti-
cal elem~~nt5 sha11 emerge together with positíve conslder:rttons of hl:;
approach.

According to the Marxian base of this approach, the essential movements
that determine the trends of capitalistic systems are the fluctuations
in the average rate of productive capital accwnulation. Mandel is in-
terested in enriching the business cycle theury through its articulation
with a medium term frame: the so called long wave of 45-50 years dura-
tion which imposes its rythm on shorter fluctuations. Ile aims at explai-
ning how it is possible that following three (lower) turning points in
the history of capitalism - 1848, 1893 and 1940~4R - there were persis-
tent Long term increases in the average rate of economic growth. His
answer is that when 5everal fac[ors operat~ in a c-umnlatlvc and svn-
rhrrrnlzr~d way, thc~y cnntio a r:uridi~n upturn In the ratr ~rt ~,rofit.l) 'I'hr~:;i~
'trtggeríng' factors are sa[d to be exogenous forces counteractin}; thc
tendency of the average ra[e of profit to decline, i.e. mostly extra-

1) These 'triggering' factors are:
1. a sharp and sudden increase in tlie mass and~or the rate of surplus
value,
''. a sharp and sudden fnll in the avoral;e orl;anic compo:;iton of cahttnl,
3. :r ,:harp and sudden quickening [n the firrnnver of r.[rcnlatlnl; cnhit:rl,
4, a sharp and sudden fall in the prtce uf clements ~if contitnnt rn~,itnl
(r:rw materials) or in the príce of fixed capltal.
Mandc~l, who does not explain adequately why all these movr`me~ntti - toy~o-
thc~r with the lncrease of the proElt r,rte - must bc sharp nnd sud~ir~n,
argues that they are determined by exogenous events llke the broadening
of the world market through wars, discoveries of new gold fields, revo-
Lutionary advances in labor productivity, communications and transport,
and by radical changes in the socíopolitical environmen[ which can
weaken working class resistance. (See Mandel 1972, p. 115 f.; 1980, p.
14 f.; 1981, p. 335 f.).
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economic variables, 'external shocks' which Kive a spur to the whole

system. Once the long wave gets under way, it develops according [o a

ccunulative process; it allows for the implementation of a technological

revolution which also contributes to the acceleration of capital accumu-

lation (technological rents are received which drive up the average rate

of profit and are not realized at the expense of less productive capi-

tals). F.conomic y,rowth induces relevant increases in employment (but

real wages increase only slowly, less rapidly than labor productivity in

department II) and raises the rate of surplus lahor.

í;xpan5}on and prosi,..rity develop accordln}; to sin [nternal Lo};ic: ~;ucces-

slvely, the trtg};~ring factors which lifted up the rate of profít by

lowering the organic composition of capital and~or making the rate of

surplus value quickly rise begin to exhaust their potential, their ef-

fect decreases atid wears off. At a certain point it becomes impossible

to invest the total amount of accumulated capital at an adequate rate of

profit. As a result of relative overaccumulation (i.e. too much capital

iti availahle to ~;ain Che expected social averai;e rate of profít), the

avcrage prul`it r:cto clecllneti. Meanwhilr~ real wa};es havr hecom~~ rolat[-

vely high, class strugi;l~r has intensifíed at the expense of incrraases tn

the rate of surplus value. 'Phe disappearance of technolop,ical rents

strengthens the decline in the pace of acciunulation (rate of profit and

of investment). Now capital investments diminish; capital is devaluated

and destroyed (and this will, according to Mandel, lead to an abundance

of money capital available for the next upswing and enable reproduction

of reserve army of labor).

The world hegemony of a given power (Great Britain, North Amertca) is

undermined: this makes possihle a further erosion of monetary stabílity.

Rationalizatíon inves[mcnts t;o under

loi;ícal revol.utinn: Innovatíons are

sii;nificant reccivcry for thc~ iirofit

rates further dectine. The capttalist

ces of raw materials and new procedures to reduce

pened crisis of capital valorization spreads into

political crisis. At this point a new exogenous

reversing the prevtous pattern by initiating the

way as a second phasc~ nf technrY

generalirr~d anri sprc~:rd wtthout a

rate. Tnvestmc~nt :cncl accumul:ctinn

class is now seekinl; Eor new sour-

labor costs. The shar-

a prolonged soctal and

shock is required for

following expansionary

phase. "The entire capitalist industrial cycle thus appears to be the

consequence of accelecated capital accumulatíon, over-accumulatton,



decelerated capital accumulatíon and under-investment. The ríse, fall
and revitalization of the rate of profit both correspond to, and corr
mand, the successive movements oE capital accnmulation." ( Mandel 19R~,
p. 109 f.).
Mandel, who aims at supporting the long wave hypothesis wíthout an~~
determinism and criticizes Kondratieff's explanation in [erms of inter-
nal economic causes only, defines his working concep[ as "a complex dia-
lecttcal interplay of varíous processes that are not mechanically and
one-sidedly predetermined", a system of "key variables" whích are "par-
tially autonomons", i.e, external to the Inner loi;ic uf capitnl arcumn-
Lation ( op.cit., p. 2R f., 14, 12). This turns to kive a typical asvm-
metric rythm to the poles of the wave: whereas the upper turning point
from prosperity to recession i s determined by c~ndna;~nciris f:rctnrs (riso
tn the organíc composition of capital, stagnation of rc-~lntivc surpluti
production, development of contradictions internal to the nature of
capítal), at the lower turning point "exogenous system shocks of various
kind are needed to propel the system out of the depressive phase" (Man-
del 1981, p. 332).
Mandel subdivides each of the four long waves that consticute the his-
torical development oE capitalism i nto the two phases:
l. 1793-1R47. This period i s characterized by handycrnf[ and r~;rnuPac-

ture. This was the long wave of industrial revolut(on and of the con-
stitution of the world market. The upper turning point is Locateci in
1826.

2. 1848-1893. This period of free competition is charactt:rizec3 by the
transition from the manufacture-made to the machine-macle steam en-
gtne. Mandel calls i t the long wave of the Eirst technolop,ical re-
volution, with the turning poínt in 1A74.

3. 1894-1939. This ís the long wave of the second technological revolu-
tion, characterized by the general application of electric and com-
hustion engines in all i ndustrial branches, by imperialtsm and finan-
c-c~ c~apital. Thc, rc,vorr;fcin from thc~ upw:rrJ rci thc~ duwnwnrci tiwinr, „c~-
rurs In 19('c.

4. 1914-...?. This lon}; period begins in Western Europe and Japan only
in 1945-48 and is characterized by the general control of machines by
means of electronic apparatuses and by the gradual introduction of
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nuclear energy. It is t}re long wave of the third technological revo-

lution. The year 1967 represents the beginning of the downswing.

Mandel's theory of long waves or stages of capitalist development aims

at íntegrating economic, social and historical science. Proceding from
his work of 1972, tn whlch the long wave hypothests has already be~n

el.aborated within the framewurk of a late capitalistic stage, to his

book of 198(l, Mandel revises his earlter formulatíons,2) trytng to sup-

port them with further s[atistical material. In the general context of
his approach, some weaknesses his theory suEfers from seem to hecome

even more accentuated. I will briefly point out the most relevant ones.

Let us first consider the role of technology. In 1972 MandeL attrihuted

a great importance to it, as a complementary circumstance which explains

the sudden increase of the rate of profit, by giving interesting formu-

lations about innovation. Instead of concretizing them, he disperses his

previous approach by petrifying it in a mere historical description for

the sake of a periodízatíon. When developed, the role of technology - in

spite of betng called a triggertng factor which c-an shock the whole prcr

durt[rtn sy5tc,m - sc~ems to he convertcri tnto nn c~xc~lnsivc~ly nry;attvc olc-

ment which mnkes the economy Lapse into an insurmountahlc~ stagn;itlon.

(See Mandel 198f1, p. 113 f; 1981, p. 334). Much of what he writes about

present stagflation is valuable, but the author incltnes to look at

technological innovations according to another 'asymmetrity' which leads

him to ignore peculiar Eeatures of what he calles the thírd technologi-

cal revolution3) and to accentuate the self-destructive tendency of

capitalism.
Mandel's answer to Rob Rowthorn (Mandel 1980, pp. 9-11) does not seem tn

capture the very significanc.e of that critique. Saying that Mandel laid

?) fn thi,: ltnpc~r I rr.frr m:ilnlv to Mnndrl 197!, Irl4f1 ;tttJ I')Al. Amnn}~ hl~;
ni~~nrrrccrti ronlrfl~ut inn:: I wl I I alr:o nu~nt lc~n Man~lr,l 1c1t,4, In whlcli hr~
I~crvcn~;l Ihe slowcluwn ul thr I~ost war boom nncl lhr hr~r~lnnin}; of a nc~w
lon}; wave with depressivt~ trc~nds; furthr~rmorc~ Mandel 1978.

3) I think of the potenttal effects of new discoveries on branches which
seem to have exhausted themselves. Moreover, what Mandel mentions as the
automatisation era includes a broad spectrum of new areas of innovations
(information sciences, electronics and telematics, biotics, aquaculture
a.o.) which are still in an embryonic phase but will surely change the
whole way of lífe. For interesting formulations about the potentiali[ies
of the forth industrial revolution see Piatier 1981 and 1983.



too much stress on technology as such and not enough on the institutio-
nal factors which govern its application, Rowthorn added that he did not
treat productivity advance in the service sector adequately and gave too
little weight to the recent phenomena of 'catching up' by F.urope and
Japan with the USA and to the future increase in productivity which will
spread towards many underdeveloped countries (Rowthorn, p. 121 f.).
Whereas this criticism pleads for a more correct and fruitfull elabora-
tton oE technological change, Mandel interprets it as an acr`usation of
'tec-hnicism' {nherent to his theory and hurries to re~peat [hat his ap-
proach by no means considers technological revolutions as [he causes of
long term upsurges in the average rate of industrial growth, these
causes being exclusively related to the fluctuations in the average rate
of profit.

In my opinion he hesítates to make a choice between the genuine purpose
of developing a Marxian approach and a sort of obsessional preoccupation
for the building of Marx's categories, as if they were undisputcible
laws; more to the detriment than to the advantage of. the theory he crea-
tively wants to contrtbu[c to. The effort nF presentinp, hi:; analysi, ati
embedded in the Marxian system turns out to compel the purpose of a sti-
mulating research to narrow paths.
As a result, the attention payed to sta[istical data is too poor to pro-
vide his theory with an adequate empirical support. In spite of his of-
ten repeated assertion about the 'verifiable' nature of his long wave
theory, as a theory which is supported by adequate statistical data
(Mandel 1972, p. 140; 1980, p. 2 ff.; 1981, p. 333), empirical indíca-
tors are too confuse and often contradtctory. Moreover, they are not
related to the central. variahles of the argumen[: the nrganic composí-
C1un ~rf c'np{t:rl ancl tli~~ rrtict uf snrlrlu:; vnluc~. Iiy rlnutiny; frmm ~tlic~r
rnrthnr:; hr :rrhltrnrlly ::tro~:r;r~c an rvldc~nrc. nnc~ r:rnn„t lin~l In ihc~ ~ Ir~~~l
matcrlal, whic~h thus dcx~s nn[ confirm ht:, conrlu:;tuns.~'1. Iliti tahlr~~: ~rt
average annual compound rates of growth in the índustrial output for
Great Britain, Germany and USA, in physical per capita output on a world
scale and in Ihe vol~une of world trade are a too vague 'verificatíon' of

4) For a critique of the empirical support on which Mandel asserts to
base his long wave theory see iladdison, chapter 4; Rowt}torn, p. 102 ff.;
Veraa, pp. 29-31 among others.
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tli~~ Uic~~iry. ~1t I Imr~:, thr ;l.ctistiral Incll~~atcir~; arc~ nut cluiro runti~a-

tihle wtth Man~l~~l's histuríral períodiz:rtlon, thetr ev[dencr doc~ti not

support the parallelism betwecn increase in the profit rate and the ~c-

cumulation growth which is implied in his wave concept. The fact that

conventional statistics are not always suited for proving Marxist argu-

mentations is no[ a good excuse Eor these lacunas. After all, one has

the impression that Mandel is mostly interested in asserting causal

relationships on a socio-historical and often very abstract level. He

develops theoretical statements about phases of accelerated and decele-

rated capital accumulation as historical periods and then tries to cor-

roborate them through average estima[ions of different figures which

remain substantially not related to the former.

Another aspect of this fundamental contradictton can be pointed out with

rc~gard to the dlfficulty of inserting the study of ínstitutional condf-

tions intu economic analysis. Mandel doc~s not pay attention to the pecu-

Liar organization of labor and forge[s that the "suhjective factor in

history (the cl,~sti consciousness and political leader5hip of ba5ic

social classes)" is in itself the result of a complex interactton of

economic, political and social factors. In Mandel's analysis, class

struggle turns to emerge as Hegel's 'Geist', a sort of pure spirit which

liberates himself from all the troubles of this world to proclaim in a

voluntaristic impetus that time for revolution has come. (See Mandel

1980, p. 51, 119 f.).5~

As a ma[ter of fact, I cannot understand the often stressed `asymmetri-

ty' which characterizes Mandel's concept of the long wave. We see that

ecnnomic and noneconomic factors interfere reciprocally during the whole

5) In spite of his pcsr;i-mistic vision about tha~ futnre of capttalism,
Mandel must admit that economic recovery is possible. But, in his opi-
nion, a new powerful expansion would impy a shattering defeat of the
working class, radical curtailment of democratic freedoms, perhaps new
dtctatorships, destruction of immense resources, barbarism. The need of
a political alternative makes him point out the inevitability of revolu-
tion and take for granted the extstence of a"growing vanguard of radi-
calized workers" who will "contribute decisively to the appearance of a
new leadership and new revolutionary parties capable of ristni; to the
level of responsnbility dc~manded hy the very n:rtnre of the tests of
strength to he faced." (Mandel 1980, p. lli). For :~ dlscussion and n
cr{tique of Mandc~l's concep[ of the working cl:rss as suh.jective and excr
genous moment in Icistnry see Veraa, p. 37 ff.
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course of the wave: exogenous stimuli such e~s wars of conque~tit, esten-
sions and contractions of the area of capitalist operatlnn, intercapita-
list competition, the role of the state, class struggle, revolutions and
count.errevolutions etc. "trigger' the endogenous elements oE the economy
such :cs the rate and mass of surplus value, the organic composition an~l
turnover of capital among others. To say that capitalism develops its
internal contradictions (what is true) is not the same as to locate
endogeneity or exogeneity nearly exclusively on one npposite point of
the whole movement, what necessarily results in [he neglection of the
reciprocal role those factors play - with more or less intensity - at
many moments of the process.
Paradoxically enough, this asymmetrity rein[roduces the spook of inecha-
nism into the theory. The internal, endogenous element gains advantage
over the other ones: the objectively "inexorable" decline of the profit
rate appears to be the definitive force corroborating the subjective
inevitability of sociallst revolution. (See Mandel 198O, p. 3~, 112 ff.
a.o.). This remains a sort of dualistic víew of the whole process as
long as the autonomy of the working class and the inevi[able fall of the
rate of profit are juxtaposed without a more adequate treatment of the
reciprocal influence of different causes.
Another feeling of unsatisfaction emerges from the consideration of the
weight Mandel attributes to the inner tendency of the average rate of
profit to fall. He seems to consider the rise in the technical composi-
tion of capital outside i[s relation to the organic compositíon, which
must necessarily be expressed in value, ;ind not ín rhysic:al terms, tc~
hnve ;in economic relevance~. Although he menttons the critícal contr{hn-
ti~n uf Okishio, he does not really deal with his arguments. In order t~i
remnín faithful to the view of a dying capitalism, Mandel does not cnn-
sider the relevance of 'profit squeeze' at the very moment he refecs to
it. (See Mandel 1981, p. 337). He repeats his adhesion to Marxian prio-
rities without any interest for empirical evidence and refuses an econo-
mic fact by using the weapon of inere text exegese; therefore his consi-
derations about the increase of the organic composition of capital and
the periodical replenishment of the industrial reserve army of labor
remain merely sociologtcal assumptions.
1 will conclude my methodologic~l commi~nts hy poítiny; ~ut a disconti-
nuity in Mandel's approach, which ofEers an empirically ~is well as theo-
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re[ically uncnnvinci.ny, fheory of 'long waves', but neverthe]ess stímtr

lates rc~ticarch on cruciai quetitions about the da~fínition of capitalisti-c

'stages' uf development, to which Marxtst debates are challenged to give

better articulated answers. Many questions have been ríghtly formulated

by Mandel, what constitutes a great stimulus for future dtscussion.
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IIi. Baran's and Sweezy's 'Hístory of 1lonopoly Capttalism'

Being well aware that an adequate discussion of Baran's and Sweezy's
contrtbutionl) would ask for an attention which cannot be payed to i[ in
the ltmited present framework, I will poin[ out some elements of their
theory that can be compared with other attempts of historical periodiza-
tion in the context of long waves and stages theories. I will briefly
summarize the main concepts of the authors' investigation, which asserts
to aim at ftLling a lacuna in tradi[ional Marxísm by explatning the
generatinn and absorption of surplus under c~~ndt[ions ~f m~inopoly c:~pi-
ta ism.2)
Interpreting various statistical material, they come to the assertion
that monopoly profits are, in the absence of príce competition, perma-
nent and steadily i ncreasing over time. What Schumpeter called the
'perennial gale of creatíve destruction"3) has become a mild breeze
which no longer constitutes a threat for the big corporations. The
social system does not provide enough outlets to absorb the rising sur-
plus. In partícular, monopoly capitalism tends to slow down the imple-

1) I wtll revíew and briefly díscuss some assertions from Raran, Sweezy
1966, with particular attention to chapter 8.

2) See op.cit., p. 8.

3) Schumpeter 1942, pp. 84-85 (quotation from Baran and Sweezy). Rejec-
ting Schumpeter's visi.on of economic change, the authors seem [o refuse
all other formulations of the long wave theory (see Baran, Sweezy, p.
230). As a matter of fact, as I wi11 show later, it would be very diffi-
cult to reconcíle Kondratieff's períodization with the "history of mono-
poly capitalism" that is expounded in chapter 8 of their work.
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mentation of technological innovations.4) Technological progress deter-

mines the form of. investment, not its amount. Given that capitalists'

and workers' consumption are not large enough to absorb the rising sur-

plus, its realization appears to be a crucfal problem of the present

economy, more chronic than it was in Marx's tíme. Stagnation is the nor-

mal state of US economy (op.cit., p. 73 f., 97, 76).

In realíty, however, this tc~ndency is counteractod by other forces which

occasíonally offset - as "powerful extc~rnal stimult" - those depressive

effects. These stimulatíng factors are wars and their aftermaths and the

epoch-making innovations.5) Basing on the last statements, the authors

outline a"history of monopoly capitalism", in which prosperity proceeds

at the same pace as the opening of great investments channels, whereas

stagnatton and destruction of produced wealth occurs in direct propor-

tion to the difficulty of absorbing the rising surplus. They arrive at

the following periodization:

1R8(1-1907. This was the epoch of the railroad, a stimulus which "occu-

pies a uníque place in the history of capitalism" for ít directly absor-

bed close to half of a11 prívate investment and opened outlets for a

great. deal more. In 1907 meant the end of the railroad epoch; the crisis

of that year made railroad ínvestment precipitate and then remain perma-

nently at a much lower level. Stagnation began.

4) Still criticizing Schumpeter's view of technological innovations,
Baran and Sweezy argue that the introduction of new techniques wi11 nor-
mally be avoLded by the };tant corporation, insofar as the monopolist
prefers "ta watt unti] hís rxtstinF cnpttal Iti rc~ady fur replaremen[
anyway he~fure intitallíng the now eqnihment", if thls involves addlnt; [o
productivc~ capacity. (Op.cit. p. 95). Thís arl;umcntatton [s refused by
Aglietta 1976. Without going here in[o a discusston of the theoretícal
weakness in Baran's and Sweezy's assertions, I want to underline that
what the Marxist authors define as "the lag between scienttfic discovery
and economic application" (a result of the anarchy which is peculiar [o
the capitalístic mode of production) corresponds to Gerhard Mensch's
analysis of the shortsi};htedness of índividual manaKnment (as tragical
omissions and delays which can and must he corrected by the c~nlli;htened
bourgeoisie. See Mensch 1975, chapter 6 and 7).

5) These are the innovations which shake up the whole economic system
and provide relevant investment outlets in addition to the capital they
directly absorb. The authors ar};ue that only three Eorms of technologi-
cal implementation (steam engine, railroad, automobile) produced such a
radical effect, enlarging the market for a range of new industrial pro-
ducts and putting their stamp on a whole era.
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1907-1915. This was a period of growing difficulties, with unemployment,
underutilization of productíve capacity and 'creeping stal;nation'. t7nly
the outbreak of the First World War could avoid a longer depression.
1915, which according to many long wave theorists6) corresponds to the
upper turníng point of a Long cycle, represents here the beginning of a
boom.

1915-1929. The war created the conditions for a new period of prosperi-

ty: during the combat phase by raisinl; military demrincl .~nd convertini;

e.xist(ng plantti to w:rr product[on, tn thc~ ,rftermath phaso throur~h [h~.

backlogs of civilian demand caused by a combination oE price increrrses

and rationíng which had occurred durtng the previous phase.

In the meantime, the automobi.le industry was reaching a tremendous im-
pact through direct and indirect effects on the demand for capital. The
car boom had started the process of suburbanization with a net of resi-
dential, commercial and hip,hway constructions, further~more stimulatini;
the petroleum tndustry and nther brauches. These wert~ the reations wl~v
1925, when the effect of the postwar aftermath had alre,rriy subsided, the
impetus of automobilization was strong enough to keep [he boom going for
more some years. But beneath the prosperous surface of the 'New Era'
"the seeds of disaster were busily germinating". The rate of investment
that would have been required to sustain the economy's rate of growth
could no longer be maintained. AEter 1923 excess capacity accumulated a[
a rapid pace. (Op.cit., p. 235 ff.).
1929-1939. The Great Depression that initiates this period represents in
the authors' opinton no deviation from the rule: it was in fac[ the
practical realization of the "theoretical norm towarri which the system
is always tending". (Op.cit., p. 240). In the absence of 'external sti-
muli', the stagnattonist tendencies inherent in monopoly capitalism rose
to the surface and put their stamp on a whole decade, until [he economy
was once again stimulated by the Second World War.

6) See Schumpeter 1939; furthermore Mandel 1972 an~l 19H~1 and Gordon
1978, among many others.
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1939-...?7j Increased military budgets and the second wave of automobi-

lization provided conditions for a new prosperity. Initíating in 1945,

just at the end of the war, that wave absorbed vast amount of savings,

being interrelated, in a sort of snowball effect, with a series of in-

fr:r5truc-tural cunclitiunti whích sustalnc~d the boom fur many years. Thc~

:ruthors rlrar.rcterise 1963 as a year uf sustained upswiny;. Indred, the

unemploymertt rate and tlte underutilization of capacity-index would sug-

gest that the familiar symptoms of inadequate surplus absorption began

to appear in spite of the general prosperity. Together with other un-

favorable conditions as population growth in a time of increasing auto-

mation, those sik;ns would leave no doubt about the gloomy future of the

US-economy and, more Ln general, of the whole capitallstíc system.

Baran's and Sweezy's theory of external stimuii shows some analogles

with Mandel's perspective: tn both views the downward secular trend is

counteracted by exogenous shocks which temporarily stimulate the whole

economy for some time. Consequently, Mandel's 'asymmetry' finds its

equlvalent in the "history of monopoly capitalism", namely ín the alter-

nation of lower turning points where external factors cause a puwerEul

upturn of the stagnating economy and of upper turning points in which

the long-term tendency of the w}tole system to stagnate again imposes its

internal logic.

Similarly to Mandel, Baran and Sweezy show a decided underestimation oE

innovative changes which could shake up again the whole pattern oE eco-

nomic llfe. Morectver, any wa}{c~ i-ncreases appear to them to have nu d~~ci-

sive influence on the probiem of surplus absorption. In their opinion,

labor unions have not enough power to capture a steadily increasing

share of total income for t}te workers. Thus a long run profit-squeeze

theory8) is rejected. (See op.cit., p. 77 f.).

An exclustve attc~ntion beinl; pnid to wars and to what Raran :tnd Sweezy

7) After Baran's death, Sweezy completed the work which had been pr.e-
pared in common. 'Monopoly Capitalism` was edited by him in 1966. These
circumstanr.cs can expl,~in why the authors d1d not come to 'close' the
pt~rieritznttrrn of f.he latit cpoe~h. From their art;umontation, howc~ver, it
can be arV;ued that the heV;tnning of a new st:r};n:rt }ng pc~ríc~d h:rs tn bi~
located approximately after 1966.

8) For a discussion of the profit-squeeze phenomenon see Sylos Labini,
Glyn and Harrison, Ipsen, among many others.
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cal] 'epoch-making' innovations, the alterna[ing phases of prosperíty
and stagnation must necessarily be directly determined by the outbreak
of the two World Wars, railroad ínvestment and automobilization boom.
Rejecting the hypothesis of a long wave pattern in the economy, the
authors offer a periodization of capitalístic epochs which ís characte-
rized by the absence of any regularity.
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IV. The theory of Gordon Edwards and Reich

~n the base of the Marxian crisis theory, other economistsl) aim at pur-

suing the application of hís abstract perspective to the actual forces

which play a role in the present crisis. The need of concreteness leads

them [o pay atten[ton to the specific institutional context which large-

]y determines economíc behavior by facílitat[n}; or braktng capital accu-

mula[iort. Luok[ny, a[ the history uf thc ups and downs Ln Che cap(talis[

world economy, they emphasize the importance of the internal forces
which generate longs waves by providing conditions of structural stabi-

lity: a full set of integrated institutions that is required for capital

accumulation to gather momentum and to continue. These institutions are

called the "sucial structure of accumu]ation", beínF thP necessary
fr:rmework that nccompanies, in a specífic feature, the development ctf

long economic cycles.
Capitalist economies have experienced :r series of "unívc~rs:tl crists" hy

passíng thron[;h speciftc slruc~tures which can hr called sta~;es of capi-

tal[st accumulaticin. The history of long waves has correspondin};Iy ín-

volved a history of successive stages of capitalist accumulation (Gordnn

1978, p. 27). According to the last assertions, the three main concepts

(long waves, stages, social structures of accumulation) seem to be in-

terchangeable entities, merely different names to indicate [he same phe-

nomenon. However, their correlation is a more subtile one: long waves

and stages are "mediated by a determinate institutional structure, the

soctal structure of accumulation, which cannot be analyzed separately

from (and therefore is nut exo};enouG to) thc~ capítalist economy itself"

(Cordon, Edwards, Reich, p. 26). Historical analytifs must correct a

wcakness in traditiona] Marxism by provídin}; an addittonal tool which

l) I intend to review and brlefly discuss twu recents contríbutions:
Gordon 1978 and Cordon, Edwards, Reich 1982 (with particular atten[ion
to the second chapter of the book, which bears the title 'Long Swings
and Stages of Capitalism'). Although the concept of "infrastructural
investments" as providing "a center of gravity for the timing of the
long waves" (Gordon 1978, p. 31) seems not to receive a significant ela-
boration [n the 1982 study, I see a substantial homogeneity between thc
two works. Therefore my qun[attons from the former are embedded tn the
critical d[scuss[on of the lntter wi[hout any discontinnity.
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complements the abstract Marxian approach2) and more concrete studies of
everyday life: an intermediate level of analysis focusing on the inter-
nal logic of long swings and stages of capitalism. Endogeneity thus cha-
racterizes the concept of "social structure of accumulation": as a set
of relations and contradictions of the conditioning environment, this

structure is external only to the decísions of each individual capita-
List, whíle being internal to the Law oE development of capitalist eco-
nomies. (Op.cit., p. 22, 26).
The political-economíc environment which, according to the authors, has
too often been left to the investigation of sociologists and politícal
scientists and therefore excluded from the very aim of economic science,
gains a central position in the analysis. This environment consists in a
ftnite number of requtrements which are necessary to make capital accu-
mulatton take place: general instttutional features :as thr~ system ensu-
ring money and credit, the pattern nE stnte involvemrnt in the economy
and the structure of class strugp,le, besides more specific conditions
which relate to one specific step in the accumulatíon process as systems
of supply, management and final demand structures, intercapitalist com-
petítion, marketing, advertising etc. In one word, no aspect of social
reality can be neglected as irrelevant, provided it is directly or in-
directly related to the complex way of functioning of capitalist accumu-
lation.

2) Basín}; thetr analysiti on the his[orical materialist pe~rtipecttve, the~
authors underline fívc: dynamic tendenctes as the furces whlch ncc~onnt
for a great deal of the concrete history oE capítalíst societies:
1. The expandi.ng nature of the capitalist system transforms new areas of
social life into profit-making activities.
2. Capitalist accumulation persistently increases the size of big corpo-
rations while concentrating the control and ownership of capital tn
fewer hands.
3. Capital accumulation spreads wage labor as the prevalent systen of
production, draws a larger proportion of the population into wage-labor
status and repleníshes the reserve pool of labor.
4. Capitalist accumulation continually changes the lahor process through
the introductton of improved technologies and new mac.hines and the impcr
sition of more intensive labor-management system.
5. Atomized by lahnr mnrket competition and f;ared with the. thrent of
unemployment, workers have been driven to protect thcir wa~;es nnd wor-
kint; condttions throup,h informal resistance on the joh and more ory;ant-
zod forms of politícal ;icttvtty. Collective working-class ac[ivity fs a
direc.[ result of capitaltst development.
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The authors, which propose an "alternative model" to the traditional way

of studying long waves, emphasize the multidimensíonal character of [he

capitalist accumulation process. This leads to a reformulation of [he

concept of endogenous contradictions which - partly in response [o exct-

genous events - ultímately bcing prosperity to an end. The crisis exa-

cerbates the conflict over the structural changes which are necessary

for the recovery; the resolution of this conflLct involves unpredictable

political elements. (Op.cit., p. 28).

At the beginning of a period of expansion (such as the late 1848s, late

1890s and early 194(ls in the i1.S.A.) rapid economíc growth depends upon

a favorable structure nf accumulation. The prevtous crísis has particu-

l.trly modrrated rlass struggle and restnred many condit[onti nf profi[a-

bility Ihroti?;h thr clrprc,~~l:ttic~n of ler;~: itr~tciuc~~ivr c-:tpftal nr thr slimn-

l:tlinn ul t~~rhnolr~};irnl innnvations. Tho vcry rc~nsun why ~.x~i:rn~:f~tn cnn-

tinues at a rapid pace ís that the favorable condittons for capital ac-

ctunulation have become institutionalized, consolidated in the society's

institutional structure. But stable expanded reproduction cannot conti-

nue forever, capitalist accumulation is rooted ín some relationships

which turn to act as fundamental contradictiotts (the potential anarchy

of competition, the conflict between t}te capitallsts and the working

class, among others). The initi.ally favorable forces convert into coun-

trrfurc~os whic~h provokc. n variety of diseqnf I thri:t 1n the ~:u~:t:tlned

i~il:l~u~ ~~I I hi~ hnnin.

:;rlt-rctrrrc~t iu}; rc~nnumir :ul jutilmc~ntv ar~. iinsw(hle (xhur[-Cc~rm hnr:lnc~~:~:

.~yrleti :tpite:cr ns such nn adjutitment mechanism). 'I'he íns[I[n[lortaL strur-

ture seems to remain stable Eor a Long time. indeed, it often works un-

favorably for capital accumulation (example: the proletarization and

homogenization of labor, which, together with the prosperity of the

1960s, destabilized the post war capítal-labor accord and undermined

profitability conditions), providing barriers ancl obstacles to the very

purpose it has been consolidated for. These constraints provoke in their

turn a gradual disruption of the social structure of accumulation. As

the economy begins to stagnate,3) the instttutions are more and more

Z) As a m:t[ter of fact, [he authors give no explanation of the concrete
factors which make an economlc system begin to stagnate. (See op.cít.,
p. 29).



destabilized because their existence presupposes a wetl functioning eco-
nomy or because important inputs and resources (labor and enervy supplv
a.o.) have become too scarce for the sake of continued growth. The old
pattern of class relations may change and further disrupt social insti-
tutions and the smoothly functioning accumulation process. Previous
favorable relations ac[ as a boumerani;.
Economtc crísis ís defined as a time of deep instability. Individual
ac[ions oE management cannot restore prosperity. The virulence of inter-
capitalist competition prevents them from engaging in collective ac-
tions. Even if they are able [o overcome anarchy, their action is likely
to occur with the opposite moves of other social classes. Consequently,
the resolution of an economíc crisis is mostly sliaped by the relative
power of capitalists and workers, and the new soclal structure which
will emerge from the crisis must necessary reflect the alignment of
class forces that produce it. (Op.cit., p. 30f.).
This transformatíon model can be summarized in three matn propositions:
a) The socin] structure of accumulation acts like a durahlr? inves[me~nt

that, once installed, pays off over a long period. Born af[er a long
period of experimentation, it is a stable, successful maínframe for a
rapid pace of capital accumulation.

b) The structural institutions become limits to indefi-nite expansion.
They act as direct constraints, or their slow erosion can create fur-
ther obstacles to sustained accumulation.

c) The new social structure of accumulation which emerges from the reso-
lution of each economic crisis is likely to differ from its predeces-
sor, thereby generating a succession of stages of capitalism, each
characterized by a specific set of institutional features.4)

Like Mandel, Gordon, Edwards and Reich accept Kondratieff's períodiza-
tion of the long waves. As we have seen, the lower turning points are
the late 1840s, late iR90s and 1940-48, each initiating a period nf

4) f)p.c-it., p. 32. In my opinfon the authors rio nut show the r~uali[ative~
díffc~rences which are inherent [o earh - htti[ortcally };iven - sorial
structure of accumulatton. In spí[e of the ricfiness ~if their titn~iv nn
labor segmentation in the U.S.A., the concept of social structure of
accumulation is not yet formulated with the precision which should be
required in order to integrate socio-historical investigation anri econo-
mic analysis.
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prosperity which lasts about 25 years. tiut why do the upswings las[ so

lony; helore runtr:rdictions ~evelop? Ancl wiry are [hey approxLna[ely of

the same duratiou as the duwnturns?

Gordun sugKests that the duration uf the boum is related to the massive

spendinl; for infrastructures which are involved in the institutions as-

suc i:rtc~d with eae~h tita};e oí :cccumulatlun, The loir}; periods ut thefr mul-

tiplyinp, ettec~[ pruvtde the lun}; duratlun ui prusperíty, wherc~uti thc~

lon~; periods of sucial rep~ryment prevent thetr substltution thruuy;h new

infrastructural forms (the implementatton of CechnuloKical innovaCions)

until the crisis initiates.
The answer of the second and other questions is mostly given by the his-

torical analysis the authors develop, which is too cumprehensive and

detailed to be summarized in this paper. ln my view, unly a part uE the

problems advanced in the long wave theory are solvecí by their contribu-

tion, but the richness of their study over segmentation of lahor in the

U.S.A. constitutes a sure prol;ress for further analysis.

I do not think Mand~1's critique5),of Cordon's theory can be accepted. [

do not see any determinism in Gurdon's explanation of the outcome of the

depression, which not only focuses endogenous factors in the process of

capital accumulation but alsu sug};ests an interplay of multicausal fea-

tures, similar to the 'dislectic" oY interactinl; elements Mandel seems

to plead for. (See Mandel 19kt0, p. 4ti f.). In spite of Mandel's crití-

citim, Gurclon, I?dwardti :rnd l(eich attrihute a very importan[ rule to cl:tss

s[CU};gle ln the process ut ~cunumlc chanKes.

In my opiniun, the authors are perfectly right in their pleadín~ for a

multicausal perspective in the analysis of long Eluctua[ions. Their

theoretical approach concentrates on some structural dímensions of

social history which are said not to be the only anes and not necessary

5) If it is true that in 191i0 Mandel could not know the further develop-
ment of Gordon's theory, I do nut think the concept of "infrastructural
investments" as a cause amung uthers for the lon}; duration of prosperity
introduces an economistic and deterministic bias ín his approach. It is
yuite righ[ for a Marxist to c~insider wha[ Mandel calls "relative :ruto-
numy of th~ subjecttve F:iclur" :rs a mom~~nt, amun}; others ín econumic
chaní;e, which is deeply ínfluenced by the re:clíty it contributes tu
shape. Ln spite of Mandel's irritation, revolutions do intervene in Gur-
don's schemc, may be in a less vehement tone. (Compare Mandel 1980, p.
51 ff. with Cordon 1978, p. 3l).



the most relevant in the study of economic dynamics (see Gordon, F.d-
wards, Reich, p. 32). What is decisíve is not once and for all predeter-
mined, the concept of relevance being deeply related with the purpose of
each working model. Consequently, it seems to me that the juxtaposition
of 'endogenous' and 'exogenous' factors does not reflect the complexi[y
of the situa[ion economists are confronted wíth.
Many causes Mandel inclines to define exclusively "external" or secon-
dary (income distribution, technological innovations, supply side) are
tikely to be much murc~ related to the ínnr~r lo};ic of r~apitalitit prorinc-
t1.on than the snpposes. 'Phe very complex reality of present capitalisr~
cannot be treated with traditional assumpttons wtth appear, after a cen-
tury from Marx's 'Capital' too rigid and dogmatic formules for a real
development of Marxist theory.
In this sense, the analysis of Gordon, Edwards and Reich is a very
fruttful contribution. The seriousness of their approach seems to be
consistent with the complex spectrum of their present investigation.
}lowever, I want to

their interest
waves of sustained
about "the evidence of long swings", average growth rates in real output
are díscussed besides

about the alternation
means are convincing

other indicators which surely corroborate evidence
of periods of expansion and contraction, but by no
in order to reason in terms of a regular pattern

which is supposed to repeat itself with a Eairly stable periodicity.
The fact that any perfect regularity uf the pattern is denied by the
authors does not eliminate the question about the plausibility of [heir
wave concept. If neither historícal analysis nor statistical evídence
can show the real existence oE long swiny,s, this concept seems to me to
become contradLctory to their theoretical mainframe. Stnce th~ eminently
qualitative nature of the theory of 'social structure of accumulation'
elaborates a number of statements with regard to which Kondratieff's
long wave hypothesis - even íf deprived from hís mechanicity - appears
as methodologically redundant. A discussion over alternatinp, phases or
periods or stages of capitalist development appears more consistent with
the model's premises.

point to a dilemma which, in my vtew, characterizes
the dynamics of stages oE capitalism seen as lon}~
and decelerated accumulation. In a brtef appendix

for
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V. The 'regime of accumulation theory' (Aglietta, De Vroey)

Recent French studíesi) have elaborated the concept of 'social regula-

tion' as a new analytical tool in response to the neoclassical theory of

Ceneral Equillbricmi as well as to the Sraffían cr)uilibrir~m framework.2)

Their dissatísEac[ion with the body of es[ablishc~d doctrinc~ ís rrxpressed

by the r~fusal to think in terms of reverstbility of technologicai

change. To the orthodox models of growth Aglietta counterposes a'theory

of capital regulation' in which fundamental Marxian insights are retatn-

ed and supported by a long-run historical analysis of the economy of the

U.S.A. This analysis shows that in the praxis Eixed capital investment

is by no means 'reversed', but that it is devalorized and destroyed.

Consequently, the alternattve theory must focus overaccumulation and

devalorization as central moments in economic change. Historical expe-

ríence shows that transformation means qualitative change, a rupture

between s[ructural forms inherent to different regimes of accumulation.

On the back};round of A);li.ett:r's concr'pt of 'rey~imes of accrunulatinn',

Mirhel de Vrory hns lr[c~d to d~~ve~lop thr~ specific- ins[itut lonnl fr~aturc~ti

whích detc~rminrd - befori and ;rfter Wor1d War Two - thc~ tour 'kc~y insti-

tutional areas', i.e. the wage relation, commodity relattons, cyclicai

dimensions and state intervention. He develops a scheme of 'distinctive

features' which corresponds to two distinct phases or rather two differ-

ent regimes of accumulation in the development of capitalism, which are

separated by the interwar period.

The first phase is dominated by the 'regime of extensive accrmulation'.

During this period productivity rises especially in Department I(pro-

1) I will hrlefly expound a fcw concepts from A}~ltetta 19R1 and review
some aspects of lle Vroey's approach (1983). De Vroey 19R4 ís a revised
English translation of the Dutch essay I will matnly refer to. The two
contributions show some difEerences in the exposition of single points,
but they are based on the same working concepts and come to very similar
results.

2) See SrafEa, Part III, chapter 12. For other references about the
'reswitching' of techniques and a critical discussion of the relation-
ship between SrafEa's approach and Marx's labor theory of value see Pen-
navaja.
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duction goods industries) and not yet considerably in the consumptíon
i;o~~ds department. The wage-earning class is not completely subsumed
under capitalism, it produces commodities for the market but consumes
mus[ly goods which are produced outGíde the capitalistic process. Pre-
capitalístic ways of life go hand in hand with capitalistic features in
this phase: whereas women, children and unemployed depend basically on
housework activities and charity initiatives, the men's work in the fac-
tory is dominated by scientific organization of lahor and Taylorism.
Capital's authority is strong enough not to need social consensus. Price
flexibility occurs through competition, industrial and financial capital
are tightly linked. Gold standard and British hegemony characterize this
extensive accumulation regíme which, in De Vroey's scheme, dates from
mid-19th century until the First World War.

The 'regime of intensive accumulation' emerges at the end of World War
Two. It ts characterized by the absence of the conditions that gave
their mark to the previous phase. Accumulation proceeds at a more balan-
ced pace of productivity growth in both prr~ductíon departments. Capita-
listically produced commodities are for. a great par[ cnnsumed by thP
workers themselves. Women are active in productive and 5ervice sect~irs.
A1.1 atipects of l.ife are dominated by the capitalistic mode ~if prri~luc-
ltun. I.ordism~) snppurtti Tnylorltim In the fri~-fories. 'Ph~~ l:~hur mov~.mc~nt
acts in syndicates and trade unions.4) The welfare st,ite Intervenes wíth
a capillary net of institutions in everyday life; a broad consenstis is
necessary to social stability.

The Bretton Woods monetary system and its crisis characterize the inter-
national context, which is marked by US-hegemony. Monopoly capital has
eroded competitive conditions; príces are mostly rigid. Banks and hol-

~) Like Aglietta and other French authors, De Vroey defines "Furdlsm"
primarily with rey;ard to the specific features of the labor process prc.-
vatíing in the intensive accumulation regime. The notion nf a Fordis[
stai;e refers to a double change: technical change tn th~~ productton
system (introduction of semi-automattc assembly líne pro~iuction) and
change in the way of life towards mass-consivnption. The concept of For-
dism also impltes a"fully-constituted wage relation" (De Vroey 1984, p.
52 and 1983, p. 11O).

4) Interestíng formulations about various steps in the institutionaliza-
tion of the class confltct and a historícal periodization of capitalism
are given by Blanke, Jiirgens, Kastendiek.
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din};s face one another wi[hnnt the prev[ous [ies which connected indus-

trial to fin~nci:rl rapital. I,iht~r:t] views arr snhstitntc~d thrc~u}~ a'soft

Keynesianism'~) which aims at correc[tng market imperfectíons.

Before going into a críticai discussion of this model,6) let us turn to

De Vroey's histuric:al puri~)diz:rt[on of the dífferenC rc~};imes of accumu-

Lntic~n, wlitrl~ is };ivcn as. f~il lciws:

Until mid-l9th century: S~ttl~men[ of clpttalism.

Form mtd-19th century to 1914: Extensive accumulation or competitive

regulation.

Interwar period: Transition from extensive to intensíve accumulation.

1945-1970: Intensive accumulation or monopolistic regulation. Wíthin

this period the yc~ars 1950-197(1 emerge as a period of prusperity ('};ol-

den age phase').

After 1970: Grists oE intensive accumulation (De Vroey 19t33, p. 105).

While showing the differences between these phases, De Vroey dnes not

point out any swings; he aims at discussíng the phenomenon of crisis

outside the periodical symmetry which is more or less implted. in the

long wave concept. The'lack of a rigid scheme to observe and interprete

reality could he a favorable condítion for original contributtons. In-

deed, the key institutional areas appear in this analysis not suffi-

ciently elaborated, and the periods of extensive and intensive accumula-

tion are mostly juxtaposed i n a simplistic way, making the latter no[

mnch more lh.cn :c rever:;t~m of the prevtous nnc. ConcPptti as 'Cavloritim

~n~i I~or~lism are nut 'analyre~l 1n detail, thr implications uf dorísivc

S) De Vroey points out that it is not correct to speak in terms of a
real failure of Keynesianism, since Keynes pleaded for a radical program
of investments (7,5 tb 20~ of netto nati,onal income) which was never
realized. He underlines Keynes' contribution in opposition to libera-
lísm, but at the same tíme he hints to the "obstacles", whtch also make
a radical Keynesianism a very improbable remedy of capital's sickness
(lle Vroey 1983, pp. 122-126). A detailed discussion of the crisis of
"Keynesianism" is given by Buci-Glucksman.

6) In his model De Vroey sketches some more feature I will not mention,

for this would exige a more detailed analysis which would exceed the

scope of my presc~nt work. Bein}; well aware of this limitatton, T never-

th~~lcr::: thlnk Icr ~lo jn::tirc~ tn thf~ ncilh~ir'r: r„nirlhcctlnn, wlilc~h, as T

wil I l ry I~~ ::h~~w, ~lu~~:c n~~l ~I~~v~~l~~li nn Inl~~l:r.~l.~~l :;y~~l~~in ul ~Ilr:l (nrl Iv,.

rnnr~~lil:~ whl lr I~~imicl.il In~~, :i I~~t ul }~.~~n~.r.cl n„I Inni: wlilrh ,cr~~ n~il n~l~~

clu~ctely c~l:cb~rrntc~~l.



changes ín the labor process and in general consumption remain abstract
preposítíons which are not developed into economic analvsis. IJithin [he
pertod of extensive accumulation, which accordinl; to the model ]asts
about 75 years, no relevant differenttati~in is made [o explore more
deeply the modes of Life of the wage-earning class.7) The interwar
period from 1915 to 1944 is summarily dispatched with the expression:
transitional phase.

Similarly, the structural crisis of 1930 is briefly mentioned as "the
crisis which meant Ihe end of the regime of extensive accumulatLon"
(op.cit., p. 112). Times were not yet ripe to establish Fordism solidly.
As technological progress spread to Department II, so it is argued, the
develolrnent thus generated was stupped by absorption problems due to the
lack of purchasing power of the workers. Real wage increases were no[
yet planned according to rises in productivity, as long as an adequate
institutional setting (collective negotiations about wage 1eve1) was
absent. Although some of these considerations may be right, I doubt the?
can give a good explanation of the Great Depression. To avoid misunder-
standíngs I take into account that the author was not so much interested
to discuss ít in details. It is not the lack of a broader analytical
spectrum to describe facts what I miss in De Vroey's approach, but the
very method he uses to explore past and present crises. He keeps on
handling his bídimensional scheme as if the concept of 'ahsence' could
illuminate previous states of things where other conditions are 'pre-
sent' and the new features are not yet ripe, therefore ahsent. He de-
scribes every economic phenomenon looking at the immaturity of future
conditions, what turns to be a sort of taci[ological explanation of rea-
lity. He brings institutional features which are peculiar [o the inten-
sive regime of accumulation into the analysis of the previous regime,
instead of showing how social and economic change develops from the con-
tradictions that are inherent to tha[ very extensive accumulation
regime.

Turning to the 'macr~rsocial crisis', De Vroey defines conjunctural

7) Many features wh{ch nre pecullar tn the~ wurkers' situati~~n duriny, the
time De Vroey indicates as period of extensive accumulation eire deve-
loped by Marx 1867, chapter 11-13. See also Marx 1969, p. 4S ff. (abou[
formal and real subsumptíon of labor under capital).
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c~rl~;rti ati ~hc~ fr~~~~nrntlv ni,~,r:~rlicy c~xl,rrvtilun ul ;~ ~Irci,er i,rv,c~rrct;: lhnl

„f struct~cral c~risiti. Thc~ hrrr,crnt rritils c:tn no lon};or apprnr .ts a

stmple coexititence c,f wr:tknc~ss symptoms, for the whole intitttut [rlnal

contcxt whlch emrr};ed from World War Two is disrupteci, with serions con-

sequences for the entire economy. lie discusses seven conditions which

were necessary to a good functioning of the intensive accivnulation

regime:

1. Coherence of the producttve system, i.e. a good integration between

different production phases and branches, sustained by a permanent

increase in productivtty.

2. An aclecluntc~ system uf ~~ol Lective hacgainin}; whíc~h made real wages

ri~:c~ nrccirclin}' tu incre.atieti in produrttvlty, avotdínr; cuiderc~onsump-

tion trouble,.

3. State intervention ín tlte fíelds of wage negotíations, welfare insti-

tutions, monetary and anti-cyclic policy ('soft Keynesianism'), sup-

port of national enterprises etc.

4. A specific hierarchy between the different parts of the íntc~rnational

economic system which was unfavorable to the 'periphery' (terms of

trade favorable to the 'centre') and which furthermore strengthenPd

the central ecc~nomies through a net of ínterdependences and comple-

mentnríCic~ti.

5. A creepíng inflatton, which was sustained enou};h to act as a Stimula-

ting factor and not so high as to exert a harmful effect on the whole

economy.

6. An adequately functioning capital market where productive investment

prevailed over preference for liquidity.

7. An adequate supply of labor, incremented through female partictpation

and immigration movements. (Op.cit., pp. 114-117).

The crísis of the regime of íntensive accumul.~tion is explained by De

Vroey throic};h a reverston in all the above mentioned condittons. Turnin};

around the prevíous argumt~ntations into their negative form and ndding

some descriptive assertíuns about present dilemmas, he presumes to ciut-

line the fundamental Eeatures of our structural crisis. Although he

trtes to look at economic phenomena on the basis of revised Marxian
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c:rtegrtrtes,8) he falls, in my opinion, in his claim to offer an oripinal
intcrpretation of the crisis.9) (lne };ets [he impres5ion tha[ De Vroey's
work suffers Erom a fundamental misunderstanding: to accept the Marxian
view of the intrinsical.ly selfcontradictin}; nature of capitali5m is not
the same as [o assert [hat all p,oes well until it begins to go bad. (See
op.cit., p. 117).

Similarly, to assert the critical role of political economy (as a socio-
historical approach illuminating conflicts and not being compelled to
give practical hints for economic policy), ought not to mean neglecting
a causal explanation of the facts. Relrtctant to mention the factors
which contributed to a rupture in the 'status qtto' of economic dynamics,
driving from pillar to post, De Vroey seems to be afraid of dirting his
soul by plunging into the triviality of a concre[e exploratictn about
relattons of cause and effect.
Thi: author argues that the crisís is a crists of [he whole fabric, a
vicious circle of factors which reinforce each other. Key of the whole
s[ructure is productívity, but it is itself the result of the other
mutually reinforcing factors. Rejecting any mono-causal explanation as
inadequate and insisting on the circular nature of all relationship, he
renounces - in spite of hís aim - any diagnosis or even partial explana-

R) De Vroey discusses the two "basic features of capitalism" which applv
unchanl;ed to present situa[ion: its funct[oning as a market economy
(decentralization and uncertainty) and the workers' dependence upon
wages. }le defines the workers' positíon as ambivalent and ambiguous, frtr
they are subordinated and exploited but at the same time loyal to the
particular capitalistic unit which employs them and thus, indirectly, to
the whole capitalist system. It is interesting to note that the author,
in contradiction to his asserted refusal of putting forth economic poli-
cy s[eps, concludes his 1983 essay by suggesting practical solutions: a
reduction of working time accompanied by a reduction of real individual
income (De Vroey 1983, pp. 102-105, 127 f.).

9) The circumstance that De Vroey's contríbution intends to remain at a
high level of generality (op.cit., p. 102; De Vroey ]984, p. 45) does
nrtt account for this weakness. In fact, his study moves from very
abstract propositinns to quite concrete potntti of dlsrussion withnrrt ,3
suffi.~ient harmonizattnn of the dlfferent lcvcls. Whr.n hr~ ln[cr writc~v
tL:rP Iri.v :rn:rlysls rlr,rti not :rt[ernpt "to suhstan[intr, [hr :rs.;ort inn.~:
ndv:rnr~ed wtCh P;rr~ts" - this hcin}; partly done tn tlro wrrrk o[ F'r~~nrl,
authurs he bric~fty menttons -(op.cit., p. 45), I fail tc, understand [he
meaning he gives to terms like "diagnosis" and "lnterpretation of con-
temporary crisis" which are emphasized in the titles of both his works.



tion. (Sce op.cit., pp. I17-t19; De Vroey 1984, p. 60). In my opinion,

it would have been preferable to outline the relattons between "the col-

lapse of productivity as it emerges from statistical evidence" and other

factors, such as the delay in technological development or in the imple-

mentation of innovations, points that ;~re only briefly mentioned by him

(De Vroey 1983, p. 118) ín a list of items which let the contradictions

act only ín the limited space that has been given to them: each of the

above mentioned 'seven conditions', standtng close to each other wi[hout

a r~~:a 1 rec i pr~ica I i n f 1 uenr~~.

Only frurn :r morr compli~x i~lahorattun ~~f thi~ 'distinrtíve fi~atnr~~s' of

the two accumulation regimes and an adequate development oE both hori-

zontal and vertical dimensions of the model, it could be possible, in my

view, to reach tlie level of inediation between abstraction and concrete-

ness the author is looking for. More attention to economic facts toge-

ther with more resolution to name main causes, inste~rd of being obsessed

by the idea oE a perEect vicious circle, would mnke De Vroey's analyti-

ca1 framework more fruitful.
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VI. Concluding remarks

As I have pointed out, all the attempts at a theoretical definition of
the long wave concept reviewed above seem to show a peculiar weakness:
they do not reach a convincing connection between the empirical level
and its interpretation in the long swing perspective.l) When the hypo-
thesis of capitalis stages gains ímportance, as in Gordon, Edwards,
Reiclt, ít seems to be more compatible with Ute model's assumptions. On
the other hand, once deprived of the rekularity the capitalist lonR wave
theory offered in Kondra[ieff's periodizatiun, it does nut s}tuw relevant
progress: a more original periodízation in De Vroey's approach appears
to lack a good elaboratíon of the conceptual framework.
The proposal of filling some gaps on the basis of alternative t}ieuries
is a direction which does not [empt me, as attractive as it may appe3r
in order to 'close'Z) empty spaces or to design some hetter analytical
tools for future analysis. I am more interested in poin[ing ou[ a dilem-
ma which, in my view, is ínherent to all versions of the lonf; wave
theory. This can be briefly expressed as the difficulty to make opposite
categories coexist in the same theoretical frawework. As we have seen,
the attempts oE many theorists to base their lunl; wave analyses on sta-
[istical evidence do not reach the prumised result. Paradoxically
enough, thís circums[ance turns to be of some advantage for the theo-
ries3) which aim at reproposing Kondratieff's periodization outside ttte

1) See my remarks on Mandel, Gordon, Edwards, Reich in chapter II and VI
uf tttis paper.

L) Such a harmonization scems to me to resul[ from a wrunyy vision abuut
th~~ tnsks of poli[ical ~~cunumy: accordini; [u th{s visl~~n th~~ JiCter~ nt
ta~~Lurs whlclt deteCmine i,cunumtc chanl;e ;irc ;;cen .is tht~ "~lisconnr~:tt~d
pieces of the puzzle" that are "tu be put tu};ether" ín ~~rder to arrive
at a"more integrated theory" of present crisis (Bruckmann, p. 8). The
complexity of the long wave phenomenon seems to these economists to
require a complex explanation: an integrated, "grand unifica[iun [heory"
of .long term dynamics. They plead for "an open minded, eclectic, yet
metttodulogically rigorous approach". (Forres[er, Graham, Senge, Sterman,
p. 45. See also Delbeke 1981, p. 255). What these autttors do not explain
is on which methodological bases the desired inte~ration can be obtai-
ned, a question the clarification of whích appears to ;ne a necessary
condition.

3) See Mandel; Gordon, Edwards, Reich among others.
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rigidity it received in his 19"26 formulation. Indeed, convincing evi-

dence about the existence of KondratiefE's long wave pattern as 'real'

cycle4) would imply exclusive attentton to the 'endogenous' factors

which are supposed to prodnce the periodical lonF swiny;s. Such n model
of a'true' cycle would he mechanistic enough at the very moment it

gains theoretical credibllity.~) It ís an (nner contradictlon - a
serious dilemma - no formulatlon of the long wave theory can escape.

Altvaterb) has recently proposed a sort of integration of what he calls

thc: distinctíve features of each theory, arguin}; that regularity in the

phases of development is inherent to the stages theory, whereas the as-
pect of rupture between each swing and the following is the fundamental

key of the long wave hypothesis. In my opininn, this argumentation is
not quite correct. In fact, periodical regularity and rupture are both

necessary categories to explain the long wave phenomenon. Concentrating

our attention on the perspective of different stages of capitalistic

development - outside any determinism, preformed phases datation~) and

symmetry temptation8) - seems to me a better aim of scientific effort.

In this sense, the approach of Gordon, Edwards, Reich and Aglietta's

work - how different they may go in their present conclusions - seem to

inaugurate new paths of research for Marxist studíes. Retaining the es-
.,ential insi};hts ~if M:rrx's 'C:~pital', Cheir :rttr~ntion fur the tntititn-

4) Only the evidence of real varíables such as tndustrial output ur
Gross National Prnduct can show the 'real' nature of the long wave, í.e.
demonstrate that the latter is not only a monetary phenomenon.

5) This has been underlined by Rieshaar, Kleinknecht. In their 1983 con-
tribu[ion they test the Kondratieff hypothesis with the method of log-
linear trend curves and demonstrate that the result is ambiguous, bein};
consistent wíth different interpretations about the hístorical relevance
of the KondratiefE cycle.

6) See Altvater 19t33, p. 222.

7) The circ~nstance that Kondratieff's periodization of capitalist
development has been accepted by economístti of very different posítions
seems to htnt to the ambiguity of the long wave theory. It makes mc
tl~ink of a unique type of sun glasses for all bathers' noses: it may he
a cheap and practical fashion but is spoils the eyes.

S) See the interesting contributions of Ewijk 1981 and 1982, who submits
the long wave hypothesis to various "empirical tests of existence" and
concludes by denying its practical relevance.
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tional factors which accompany and engender capital accumulation lets
emerge a lo[ of conditions traditional Marxism has too often neglec[eci
as 'superstructural'. Tn both theortes, a basic concept of historícal
materialism - the contradiction between productive forceti and pruduction
relations as the motor of economic change - is focused and appl.ied with-
in the capítalist mode of productton. Social and historical analysis
have to go hand in hand with economic investigation, as different but
complementary aspects of the same reality. Present crisis is understood
as a deep transformation of all forms of social structure. It would be
oF great advantage for Marx{st research if both wc~rkiny, hvpothescs -
soctal structure of arcumula[ion and reí;ima: r~f accumnlation - could lrad
[o a confluence of scopes.9)
In this perspective, economic investiga[ion cannot be the simple study
of a pure capitalist system; in particular, the internationalization of
the credit system must be taken into account as well as the industriali-
zation of some states of the Third World. The conflict between national
states and the economic power of the multinationals, the crisis of US
hegemony and the extension of the capítalist mode of produc[ion to new
areas of development are crucial questions which must be assigned a
place aside the imestigation of each national economy in order to
receive a satisfactory answer.

9) As I have pointed out in a footnote to chapter IV, the concept of
social structure of accumulation has not yet been precisely formulated
within an analysis of the qualitative differences which have characteri-
zed each accumulation structure in the course of capitalist history. De
Vroey's model, on the contrary - while paying attention to [he hístori-
cal forms assumed by two successive accumulation regimes - has not deve-
loped a well integrated sys[em of workí.ng concepts. In my opinion it
would be possible to fill these lacunae through an adequate integration
of the two theories.
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